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ESTABLISHED 1920 
A daily independent student press serving 
the campus and surrounding community 
Volume 104. Issue 122 Wednesday, March 24,2010 www.bgviews.com 
USG candidates debate, take questions from students 
ByAlliuWidman 
Reporter 
With the March 29 election week 
approaching, Undergraduate 
Student Government candi- 
dates are making their positions 
known and encouraging stu- 
dents to vote. 
Presidential candidates Kevin 
Basch and Clayton Stewart and 
vice presidential candidates Dan 
Caldwell and Brandon Double 
addressed their positions on 
important issues for the upcom- 
ing school year at a debate 
Tuesday in the Union Theater. 
The concerns highlighted, 
in front of about 50 attendees, 
included USG marketing, stu- 
dent advising and class registra- 
tion and voicing student opin- 
ions concerning housing. 
Stewart and Basch differed in 
their positions on student advis- 
ing and class registration, an 
issue that inevitably affects all 
See DEBATE | Page 2 
DISCUSSION: USG President,*! candidate 
Kevin Basch addresses the tssue of 
faculty unionization during an election debate 
Tuesday evening All four presidential and 
vice presidential candidates answered 
questions during the debate. 
The biggest bang for your buck 
Prices differ in on- and off- campus businesses; shopping around could save students money 
On Campus Off Campus 
* H By Nicole Krohn ■§ 
Bars/Drinks 
Campus Pub 
■ Bud light (bonk)- *2.9 
■ Captain * Cole*- $3.35 
■ Long laland- $4.30 
Copies/Fax 
Union Information Desk 
jandi 
$O.OS par paga 
■ ftoc- Local- $0.2S par paga 
■ National-*1.O0 par paga 
Reporter 
Students may be paying dif- 
ferent prices for the same goods, 
depending on whether they shop 
on or off campus. 
While some items may be 
cheaper on campus than in the 
city, many cost more. 
Economics professor Timothy 
Fuerst said prices on campus 
may be higher because students 
have fewer choices. 
"I think the number one reason 
is competition is low on campus," 
Fuerst said. "They have a small 
monopoly. They're charging a 
price that's optimal." 
lunior Nathan Floom said he 
generally finds prices on campus 
higher. 
"Campus is a business, and like 
any business, they have to make 
money," Floom said. "1 think 
campus can get away with high- 
er prices because students are 
forced to exchange their money 
to buy things here. But I think 
you pay for the convenience of 
walking out of your dorm and 
getting it." 
Senior Tanya Benedetti also 
said prices are too high, espe- 
cially in the Union. 
"Convenient stores on campus 
are way overpriced," she said, 
"lamba Juice is ridiculous and the 
Greenery upstairs (in the Union) 
is pretty high." 
When asked what the best 
deals on campus are, freshman 
Becky Willoughby said there are 
none. 
"There's good deals on cam- 
pus?" she said. "I don't think 
anything on campus is cheap." 
Uptown/Downtown 
Sports Bar 
■ Bud light (bottla)-$2.73 
■ Captain « Colca- $B.SO 
■ Long Uand-$4.0O 
Staples 
■ Blade and whit, copiaa- 
$0.09 par paga 
■ Fax- Local- $1.23 par pagai 
$1.00 ayary paga after 
■ National-$1.7$ par paga; 
$1.23 avary paga after 
Starbucks 
■ UrgaCoffaa-SZOO 
■ Cappuccino- $3.45 
■ Hot Chocolate-$2.93 
Wendy's 
■ Single maal- $4.80 
■ Baconator maal-$5.70 
■ Spicy Chicken maal- $5.70 
Staples 
■ Sharpi. Ratractabla 
Highlighter. (3 pack)- 
$6.29 
■ T1-UPIu.Calculater- 
$99.99 
Wal-Mart 
MAIHABULU    THE BG NEWS 
Businesses to cater to more 
than student demographic 
"The student 
population 
maintains itself 
over the summer." 
Greg Halamay | Owner 
ByJoshWh*th*rholt 
Senior Reporter 
When students leave for break, 
they take more than their lug- 
gage; they also take their spend- 
ing money. Local businesses are 
left to fill the void. 
Many spots around Bowling 
Green cater to the college crowd, 
including a myriad of bars and 
clubs, bookstores, coffee shops 
and restaurants. A city of nearly 
30,000 people, Bowling Green 
hosts almost 16,000 students 
throughout the year, which 
lends a fluctuation effect to the 
fiscal records for some local 
business owners when students 
go away on break. 
"I think the entire community, 
in terms of catering to the col- 
lege crowd, has been affected by 
college students," said Ammar 
Mufleh, owner of the Cla-Zel. 
Greg Halamay, owner of the 
record store Finders, has expe- 
rienced and dealt with this situ- 
ation many times in his 38 years 
at the location. 
"|The fluctuation! has 
changed over the last 30 years," 
he said. "When we first started, 
there was a dramatic impact 
when students were in and out 
of session." 
However, Halamay said with 
recent trends of students stay- 
ing in Bowling Green over the 
summer months for classes, 
business has remained fairly 
steady. 
"Over spring break we didn't 
have much of a drop at all," 
Halamay said. "The student 
population maintains itself over 
the summer. It's only the first 
two weeks after the May finish 
where we notice a lull until the 
first summer session." 
Kelly Wicks, who has owned 
the coffee shop and book- 
store Grounds for Thought for 
21 years with his wife Laura, 
remembers what it was like 
over breaks while growing up 
in Bowling Green. 
"In the summer time, this 
place was a ghost town," Wicks 
said. 
BUSINESS 
Competitors chow down on burritos at Qdoba 
By Jew Jam.i 
Reporter 
With a packed house and a herd 
of hungry competitors, Qdoba's 
Tuesday night burrito-eating con- 
test showed no mercy. 
The single-elimination, bracket- 
style tournament started Tuesday 
and will take place over afourweek 
period. Sixteen teams entered the 
contest. 
For a $5-per-person entry fee, 
competitors broke into teams of 
See QDOBA I HO 
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CONTEST: Sophomore Pat Haclmey 
of Team Joey Chestnut (left) chomps 
his way through a burrito during the 
first round of Qdoba's fourth annual 
Burnto Eating Contest Hackney and 
his teammate, senior Andrew Baney. 
won their first round in the tourna- 
ment. 
AUINABlflAS I THEBGNfWS 
Q&A with USG candidates 
Next week, two students will face off in the Undergraduate Student 
Government presidential election. lunior Kevin Basch and sopho- 
more Clayton Stewart are battling for your votes. Read their answers 
below to find out where they stand on student issues and send The 
BG News questions of your own at thenews@bgnews.com. 
Question: What, in your opinion, is 
the weakest area of USG? 
£ Clayton Stewart USG presidential candidate 
In my own personal opinion. I feel the 
weakest area that has plagued USG for 
years is marketing Past presidents and 
senators have tried to fix this problem 
Therefore, a Stewart/Double administration 
will continue to build off the success of 
these past USG members. For example, one 
idea we have is to create a USG newsletter 
that would run once a month. It would be 
similar to "Stall Talk" and this newsletter 
would talk about issues USG is involved in 
and it would educate the student body on 
who exactly is representing them in student 
government It would be a cheap form of 
marketing while educating students 
Kevin 
Basch 
USG presidential 
candidate 
The weakest area of USG is the 
ability to market ourselves to stu- 
dents Many students do not know 
what USG is or what USG can do 
for you, the students, and that needs 
to change This being my third year 
in USG, I have a good idea of what 
works and what doesn't with regard 
to marketing, and I plan to vastly 
improve this if elected 
CAMPUS FORUM SPORTS 
AFROTC prepares for injury Don't 'spout' uninformed opinions 
Air Force ROTC members held a According to The BG News staff, students should 
leadership workshop Tuesday to teach form their own opinions about the health care bill 
cadets how to treat the injured. See instead of relying on parents, friends or professors 
photos | Pagt J for'information (Page 4 
Taking on the Chippewas 
After Tuesday's 10-7 loss to West 
Virginia, the baseball team will look 
to get back in the win column today 
in their home opener | Paga 7 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
Where do you do most of your shopping? 
1 LUCAS KELLER 
Freshman. Political Science 
"I shop at Wal-Mart" | Pag* 4 
k VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY. LIFE 
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BLOTTER 
MON.. MARCH 22 
823 A.M. 
Complainant reported an unknown 
person placed several dozen maga- 
zines on his SUV within 500 block 
of Clough St. 
1035 A.M. 
n Ford Escort left Circle K 
North without paying for $7.01 in 
license plate was not read- 
able from surveillance video. 
538 P.M. 
A complainant reported her purse 
it Meijer, but it was deter- 
mined she had just misplaced it. 
755 P.M. 
Stephen Ray Adams. 19. of 
Rochester. Mich., was cited for dis- 
orderly conduct/soliciting without 
a permit within 500 block of W. 
Gypsy Lane Rd. 
11:37 P.M. 
Ttmothy Stout, of Oconomowoc. 
Wis., was cited for domestic violence 
at Kreischer Ashley Hall. 
TUES, MARCH 23 
4:14 A.M. 
Taco Bell Employee requested 
-  to remove loiterers from 
parking lot. 
* 
ONLINE: Go to bgviows.com for the 
complete Wotte' list 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual errors. 
If you think an error has been made, 
call The BG News at 419-372-6966. 
\"?T^« 
DEBATE 
From Page 1 
students on campus. 
Basch proposed a revamped 
registration process that would 
allow students to register for 
classes semesters in advance 
to give faculty a more accurate 
prediction of how many classes 
will be necessary. 
This will alleviate our prob- 
lems with waitlisting, and not 
getting the classes you need," 
Basch said. 
Stewart criticized Basch's 
stance, saying he believes it will 
overwhelm new students, and 
suggested getting to what he 
called the root of the problem 
— poor academic advising. He 
said students should he allowed 
to evaluate their advisers in the 
same way they evaluate profes- 
sors. 
"We want to emphasize that 
by allowing students to cri- 
tique and review their advisers 
right after meeting with them, 
[Students] will have the evi- 
dence to prow thai an adviser 
needs more training," he said. 
This helps the students, and it 
improves the students' ability to 
schedule classes." 
hinior Amanda Dotson said 
she personally related to the 
llSCi issue of student input on 
housing because of concerns 
she faced t his past year. She said 
she was supposed to live in now- 
demolished liodgers. and there- 
fore the candidates' discussion 
of building deconstruct ion and 
renovation impacted her. 
"I think both of the candi- 
dates were really well-spoken 
tonight.' Dotson said. "I think 
(the debatel definitely brought 
some things to think about, and 
I hope that whatever happens is 
for the best." 
Another prominent con- 
cern addressed at the debate 
was how USG markets itself to 
University students. Both presi- 
dential candidates saia they 
fell more needed lo be done to 
help students become involved 
and interested in USG. They 
also said USG involvement with 
other on-campus organizations 
is a priority. 
Stewart and Basch said 
change needs to be made, but 
were divided on how to achieve 
a positive result. 
Basch emphasized the 
importance of utilizing The BG 
News and senators to commu- 
nicate with students; Stewart 
disagreed, and said more direct 
forms of communication, such 
as "Stall-Talk" style newsletters, 
would be more effective to get 
messages out. 
"It's our job to help students 
stay informed so they can make 
educated decisions to help 
themselves," Stewart said. 
Lacy Allen, sophomore and 
USG Offenhaucr senator, said 
she is still in the process of 
deciding who she will vote for 
in the upcoming election. The 
debate is one of many ways 
she will educate herself on the 
issues as she continues to "keep 
looking." 
"I know both candidates' posi- 
tions and I'm friends with both 
candidates, and I think they 
both represented themselves 
really well tonight," Allen said. 
"It's always good to hear their 
own ideas and their opinions 
on other people's positions, too." 
AlAINABUZAS i IHE6GNEWS 
DEBATE: USG Presidential Candidate Clayton Stewart waits foi his turn to rebuttal during the USG election debate Tuesday night in the 
Union theater. 
BUSINESS 
From Page 1 
knowingthetrendsof Bowling 
Green has helped Wicks run 
his own business successfully 
though, and student breaks tire 
old news. 
"After two decades, we've got- 
ten used to it," Wicks said. 
He said now, the store only 
notices it "slight softening" in 
business trends when students 
are away. 
"For Grounds, we are fortu- 
nate for strong town support. 
The students who frequent are 
usually older or grad students 
and stay in town or live in the 
community. We appeal to a 
wide variety of people, young 
and old, and that helps to create 
daily business." 
Thisability to deal with a large 
chunk of potential customers 
leaving can be attributed to an 
evolution of business models for 
local owners. 
For Mufleh, the Cla-Zel tries 
to appeal to both the student 
population as a haras well as the 
community-at-large for musical 
performances, as a theater and a 
meeting hall. 
"I'm very fortunate because 
my business model is hybrid," 
Mufleh said. "I consider this not 
as a bar, but a theater with a bar 
in it. Our biggest area of growth 
is hosting wedding receptions, 
anniversaries and meetings, 
which helps in tough economic 
times. In order to survive just 
off the college demographic, it 
would be difficult. I am fortunate 
I have several revenue streams." 
Mufleh said his largest area 
of progression as an owner has 
been to cultivate relations with 
many artists, and help bring 
them to Bowling Green to offer 
an unseen element to the city. 
"I've been an innovator in BG. 
I've catered to the creative class. 
In order to survive in the 21st 
century, you need to develop 
a community with an eclectic 
social environment," he said. 
For Finders, Halamay attri- 
butes his ability to stay afloat to 
large events in the city, as well 
as a large, permanent commu- 
nity and a broad audience for his 
merchandise. 
"When students are out of 
town, a different demographic 
comes out to shop," Halamay 
said, referring to permanent 
residents. "With music we have 
a much broader demographic 
to different age groups. It defi- 
nitely depends on your business 
and how it relates to a broad 
demographic, but we are not 
relying on just the university 
demographic anymore. But 
without the students in town it 
would be different, liven the 'big 
box' stores would be affected I 
think." 
While 30 years ago, the stu- 
dent migration out of Bowling 
Green may have injured busi- 
ness, the constant idea to evolve 
has kept many around. Mufleh, 
who has been running the Cla- 
Zel for almost two years now, 
says innovation, diversity and a 
stomach for the ups and downs 
of business are key. 
"If you have the courage 
to invest the time, talent and 
resources you can have a viable 
model," he said 
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2057 Napolecn Rd • 419.353.3300 • www.copperbeechtownhomes.com 
Questions? 
Call the Registration Hotline: 
419-372-4444 
8am to 5pm Monday-Friday 
You can access everything that you need, 
including tutorials, via the "Student Center" 
at the MyBGSU portal. 
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Training 
for triage 
Cadets in Air Force ROTC learned a num- 
ber of skills during their Leadership Lab 
on Tuesday. The main focus of the lab 
was Aerospace Expeditionary force and 
triage skills. Upperclassmen faked injuries, 
including a concussion, a broken tibia and 
a severed limb. The cadets then tended to 
the pretend injuries while consulting their 
Air force handbooks. 
.,      ;" •   *■■■■*■   -    ■*■-■.  li 
TOP: Cadets m Air Force ROTC respond lo a pretend injury In ihe same way the incident would be handled in a real emergency situation. 
RIGHT: A cadet consults his Air Force manual to determine the correct way to treat his 'injured" comrade. 
ABOVE: After crawling his way through one part of an obstacle course, a cadet looks toward his next challenge. 
Photos by Christina McGinnis | The BG News 
MECCA 
Management Inc. 
1045 N. Main7B 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
419-353-5800 
4) 
O 
IL 
610 N. Main St. 
New1 Bdrm/1bath $425 
New 3 Bdrm/2 baths $900 
Modern Kitchens 
Walk to Downtown & Campus 
Ask about discounts 
www.meccabg.com 
HIRING FOR SUMMER 
AND FALL 2010 
a- ■ BOW 
PSTL 
■  IN -THOMPSON 
TUDENT UNION 
5 
EASTER BUFFET 
AT THE BOWEN THOMPSON STUDENT UNION 
Sim) ay April 4 
11am'2j>i4<i 
MADE TO ORDER OMELET BAR. CARVED PIT HAM, 
CARVED STEAMSHIP ROUND OF BEEF, ASSORTED SALADS 
GOURMET DESSERT BUFFET 
SERVED IN THE LENHART GRAND BALLROOM 
ADULTS: $19.95 | CHILDREN 4-12: $7.95 | CHILDREN UNDER 4: FREE 
BGSU STUDENT WITH ID: $16.95 | SENIORS 60+: $16.95 
• Work ot Ihe Heart ol the Campus 
• Build Your Resume 
• Great Facilities 
• Flexible Hours 
• Audio Visual Services 
• Building Services 
• Custodial Services 
• Information Center 
• Office Assistants 
• Maintenance Staff 
Students seeking employment with the 
Bowen Thompson Student Union will be 
required to attend an information session 
that will describe each position, pay rates, 
and expectations lor working in the Student 
Union. The information session is the ONLY 
place that applications will be distributed... 
so tell your friends! 
Information Session: 
Wed, March 31 9:15 p.m. 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Theater 
We look loiwaid to seeing you mere.' 
IT 
i VISA. MASTERCARD. DISCOVER. AMERICAN EXPRESS 
BUFFET IS MEAL PLAN FRIENDLY 
BGSUjL 
DINING#© 
PLEASE CALL BY APRIL 1ST FOR 
RESERVATIONS (419) 372-7950. 
MONDAY - FRIDAY, 9AM - 5PM 
FORUM "The uncomfortable burrito coma is worth it." - Tom Parker, senior, on Qdoba's burrito eating contest [see story, pg. 1]. 
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rtUr Lt vlN   I riC JlKbtl   Where do you do most of your shopping? 
■Wal-Mart" 
MIKE LAURIA. 
Senior. 
TCOM 
"Target." 
BRITTANIEPRINZ. 
Junior. 
TCOM 
Meyer.*" 
CUILINGE. 
Freshman. 
Marketing 
"Wal-Mart" 
TJVOGEL 
Freshman. 
Undecided 
ft 
VISIT US AT 
BGVIEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgviews.com 
STAFF EDITORIAL I NATIONAL POLITICS 
Before making a judgment, 
get informed on health care 
Health care lias always been a hot billion issue. 
Mixing both political agendas and personal well 
being, the subject ranks with religion and money 
on the socially-unacceplable-topic scale. 
Bui the bill President liarack Obama signed into 
lav) I Uesday is a huge deal for our country and our 
generation i though most changes won't take effect 
until 2014). 
People on both sides of the issue have strong 
feelings, but, unfortunately, much of both the 
criticism and praise comes from people who are 
under-informed. 
Were not going to toll you how lo feel about 
the new bill, what we want is lor you lo do your 
research and decide on your own. 
Adults ages IK to 2>i make up M) percent of 
uninsured Americans. One of the big benefits of 
the bill is it will allow uninsured young adults 
lo stay under the coverage of their parents until 
they're 26. 
Extended parental coverage is good news for 
students fresh out ol college, especially those who 
leave with a diploma but zero job offers. 
II students are not lucky enough to have parents 
with health insurance, the government will be 
able to offer them a subsidy to make sure they gel 
coverage under the new plan. 
The health care bill also naturally brings 
up the spending issue, since the United Stales 
spends about S2.2 trillion on health care every 
year. Though the cost of the bill has often been 
a source of criticism, it is a very small fraction of 
overall annual health care expenditures. In fact, 
some money will actually be saved — Ohio alone 
will save S2.fi billion with the bill's elimination of 
excessive medical paperwork. 
Some critics of the bill worry about free-load- 
ers, those who don't work, or even attempt to find 
work, but still get coverage. 
Another concern is the bill will cause tax 
increases for those who already work and have 
health insurance. Tax increases for 2014 have not 
yet been determined. 
As students, our views tend to be shaped by our 
parents. But we are not our parents. We are also 
not our professors or our friends. 
We need to think about how the bill affects us 
when forming an opinion. 
So, before spouting out opinions on the new bill, 
take the time to learn what this health care bill will 
do for you. 
IWebsitessuchasMealthreform.gov, USAToday. 
com and Nytimes.com help break down the 2,407- 
page bill so you don't have to.) 
Torm your own educated opinion, and 
spout away. 
March Madness is mad indeed 
JOSH WHETHERHOIT 
< )h the madness. The first two 
roundsoftheNl \\ Mens 
Tournament are now over and 
done with and we have our 
Sweet 16 determined, and the 
path there could not have been 
more wild. 
Anyone who is an avid fan of 
college lumps, more specifically 
the tournament, knows there 
.ire always some upsets and let- 
downs in the first couple rounds. 
Hut alter filling out numerous 
brackets and obsessively watch- 
ing the madness for more than 
a decade, I don't believe I've ever 
seen anything as crazy as this 
year and the huge upsets I've 
witnessed so far. 
On da) one. tWO seeded 
Villanova barely scraped past a 
supposedly inferior 15-seedcd 
Holx'rt Morris in overtime, only 
to be finished off on Saturday by 
a dominant Saint Mary's team 
who has become a front-runner 
lor the glass slipper. 
Murray Slate rocked the brack- 
et by topping Vanderbill 66-66 in 
the closing seconds, and while 
the Racers eventually met their 
demise at the hands of Butler, 
they still had their moment in 
the sun, and pissed off a few 
Vandy fans in the process. 
I lailing from Bowling Green's 
own Mid-American Conference, 
the Ohio University Bobcats 
stunned everyone by absolutely 
destroying Georgetown, mark- 
ing one of only a few times a 
II seed has lopped a three. 
Unfortunately they fell lo a very 
deep, very talented Tennessee 
team, bin with mostly fresh- 
men on the team, the Bobcals 
proved they were not lo be 
underestimated. 
And of course, the creme de 
la creme of upsets, the bracket 
buster thrown down by Northern 
Iowa on Saturday when the 
Panthers held off Kansas 69-67. 
I his was, by far, one of the most 
memorable upsets in recent his- 
tory due to most people, includ- 
ing President Obama, having 
Kansas all the way. Luckily I did 
not have Kansas going farther 
than two games into the tour- 
nament so while everyone else 
was weeping into their failed 
brackets, I was celebrating the 
Panther victory. It was a great day 
for Northern Iowa, a great day for 
basketball and just a great day 
for the spirit of competition in 
general. 
This trend of upsets marks 
what is so great alx>ut the col- 
lege basketball season and its 
wonderfully exciting final tour- 
nament. Every team, no matter 
how prestigious or how unheard 
of, has a legitimate chance to be 
the big dog at the end of the day. 
There is no league like the NBA 
to give a team a chance to pull 
their heads out of their asses and 
snatch victory over a week. There 
is one chance, often coming 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column 01 news story? 
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor: 
■ E-mail us at thenews<?bgnewscom. 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center. 
■ Call us at 419-372-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom or this page. 
down to a final prayer shot with 
seconds left. 
Those of you who watched 
the Maryland vs. Michigan 
State game on Sunday know 
what I mean. Michigan State is 
a team that, after being in the 
championship game last year 
and losing to no one, sort of fell 
apart at the end of this season. 
But with the help of Tom Izzo 
and tournament know-how, 
the Spartans won the day over 
the Terps. providing a highlight 
reel's worth of amazing plays, 
including the last second shot 
that encompasses the passion 
and surprise the tournament 
has come to represent. 
Now. I know not every year 
is chock full of upsets and let- 
downs. Hell, just last year all 
four one-seeded teams made 
it to the Hnal lour. While this 
was a rare set of events, it was 
not as exciting as, say, having a 
nine seed over the overall one- 
seeded team. 
We ail watch the games for 
just the mere promise of these 
upsets, and, if we truly love the 
Madness, we hope for those 
Cinderella teams to come in and 
wipe out the schools everyone 
has winning, no matter what our 
bracket says. Even though many 
people's brackets were wiped 
out either by Kansas losing or 
Villanova or Pittsburgh or any 
other team whose Madness trip 
was cut short, it's been a wild ride 
so far, and I think that is some- 
thing everyone can appreciate, 
even you layhawk fans. 
Respuiul to losli al llie 
news@bgnews.com 
DEAD £AJD 3rgQg . 
JULIE REITH I THE BG NEWS 
World cinema offers views 
Hollywood could never hope to 
World cinema, like world 
music, is another of those load- 
ed, dumb terms journalists 
and artsy types use to group 
things from outside the United 
States. Terms like this give cin- 
ema from outside the States an 
outwardly alien association. 
Even as someone horn and 
raised outside the United 
States, I have grown up con- 
sidering films made outside 
I lollywood as exotic and alien. 
Watching "world cinema" 
gives you the feeling film- 
makers outside Hollywood 
are better risk takers. This is 
largely because Hollywood 
is a big-time income earning 
behemoth and isn't willing to 
invest in risque ideas, hence 
the repetitive films that have 
become commonplace in the 
past few years. 
World cinema, though, 
has been making broad and 
brave steps. Filmmakers from 
around the world tackle com- 
plex human issues in a com- 
plex manner using their films. 
My first real foray into non- 
Hollywood cinema probably 
began with my love for Kung- 
fu movies and my occasional 
dalliance with Bollywood pic- 
tures. Martial arts films were 
quite popular in my part of 
the world, Zambia. In particu- 
lar, the horrible action films 
of )ean-Claude Van Damme 
and C-grade actors like Dolph 
Lundgren still play in many 
parts of Africa like they came 
out last week. I was sadly a 
huge fan of movies like Van 
Damme's "Bloodsport" series 
and'Kickboxer." 
Then I happened upon Bruce 
Lee and I was hooked. It wasn't 
until Yuen-Woo Ping's epic 
"Snake in the Eagles' Shadow" 
that I acquired a passion- 
ate love for Kung-fu pictures. 
Everything about them was 
wonderful. The bad dubbing, 
exaggerated action scenes and 
bad picture quality actually 
made these movies cinematic 
heaven for me. 
I began to explore Hong 
Kong cinema and Chinese pic- 
tures a lot in the 90s. With the 
passage of time I came upon 
Fernando Marielles' "City of 
God," a world cinema picture 
that made "Scarface" and "The 
Godfather" look like "Bambi." 
This movie encouraged me to 
explore other regions of the 
world for cinematic glory. 
Very few pictures made out- 
side Hollywood or outside 
Hollywood's supervision and 
distribution can be found in the 
US market. Hollywood holds 
an iron grip on cinema around 
the world. Very few films can 
hold a candle to Hollywood's in 
terms of box office draw. Few 
pictures from relatively large 
markets like Hong Kong, Britain 
and Germany make it on the 
U.S. cinematic radar. The last 
big outside hit was Marielles 
"Cidade de Dues," which made 
almost S28 million worldwide. 
Yet if you look at the all-time top 
50 earners in terms of world- 
wide box office, none of them 
are made outside the States. 
This is bad because many 
film markets are pretty small 
and underfunded, so their 
output is relatively minimal or 
low quality. Yet this has given 
directors in other markets an 
opportunity to create movies 
that aren't created to appeal to 
the ever-present profit oriented 
bottom line that plagues many 
U.S. filmmakers. 
This makes possible .ris- 
que, but beautiful, movies like 
Guiellermo Del Torro's "Pan's 
labyrinth" or Cary Fukunagas 
"Sin Nombre," movies that test 
the bounds of social norms in 
an attempt to reveal human 
truths people conveniently like 
to hide from themselves. 
Intheearlyerasoffiim.alotof 
the best, well-funded pictures 
came out of France and Italy, 
but the advent of the first World 
War gave Hollywood the head 
start and things haven't been 
the same since. Hollywood is 
easily one of the most pow- 
erful and influential cultural 
phenomenons in the world. Yet 
despite its dominance, there 
is a lot of wonderful cinema to 
watch from elsewhere. 
Major criticisms I hear 
include the fact that many 
of these films are not made 
in English and we have to 
rely on dubbing or subtitles. 
1 always say these are very 
small inconveniences com- 
pared to the advantage of 
traveling outside without 
even buying a plane ticket. 
World cinema has produced 
some of the best directors that 
have not only affected their 
own industries, but have also 
come to America and changed 
cinema. Italy's Sergio Leone 
gave us a lot of the great spa- 
ghetti westerns of the 60s and 
70s. Japan's Akira Kurosawa 
influenced everyone from 
George Lucas to lohn Sturges. 
Many movies have been 
adapted from movies made in 
other parts of the world, like 
"Magnificent Seven," which 
borrowed from Kurosawa's 
"Seven Samuraji," or, recent- 
ly, Scorsese's "The Departed" 
which is a remake of Hong 
Kong film "Internal Affairs." 
Hollywood recognizes the 
breath of fresh air a lot of these 
smaller markets give to film 
and as such is quick to recog- 
nize and bank on the talents 
of filmmakers from around the 
world. Next time you go to your 
local video store, try something 
from a country you're interest- 
ed in and see what they have 
to offer. 
World cinema is often a good 
way to explore the unexplored 
but deep-seated issues that 
plague far-flung corners of the 
earth. They are an opportu- 
nity to immerse one's self in a 
culture, language and system 
of thought that's often alien 
but shares a common link to 
humanity. 
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WASHINGTON BRIEFS 
Changes coming 
on enforcement of 
military gay ban 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Pentagon 
Press Secretary Geoff Morrell says 
the Defense Department is close 
to changing how it enforces its pol- 
icy on 'don't ask. don't tell." which 
bans gays from serving openly 
In February. Defense Secretary 
Robert Gates directed his legal 
counsel to suggest ways to relax 
enforcement of the policy, which 
is based on a 1995 law. Of par- 
ticular interest is minimizing cases 
of "third-party outings." where a 
service member is kicked out after 
being reported by others to be gay. 
Morrell said Gates is likely to 
announce a "way ahead" on the 
matter by the end of the week. 
US: China 
should reflect on 
Google retreat 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
United States is urging Beijing to 
"seriously consider" the meaning of 
Google's decision to partially with- 
draw from China due to Internet 
restrictions. 
State Department spokesman 
PJ. Crowley told reporters Tuesday 
that the U.S. government played 
no part in the Web giant's choice 
But he says Beijing "should 
seriously consider the implications 
when one of the worlds most rec- 
ognizable institutions has decided 
that it's too difficult to do business 
in China." 
Google has decided to move 
most of its China-based search 
functions from the mainland to 
Hong Kong. 
Beijing condemns the with- 
drawal. Chinese Web users are 
wondering whether Google's new 
offshore search engine site will be 
blocked. 
How big of a deal 
is health care bill? 
Ask Joe Biden 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Leave 
it to Vice President Joe Biden to 
add a little, ahem, flair to the sign- 
ing of a health care bill affecting 
millions of people. 
"This is a big f deal." 
Biden told President Barack 
Obama after introducing him at 
Tuesday's ceremony at the White 
House. 
Biden appeared to be offering 
that perspective to Obama pri- 
vately, but his remark was captured 
on audio and video. 
The episode guickly got buzz 
on the Internet. 
Biden has a reputation of verbal 
slips, and he knows it. 
The White House response to 
this one? Embrace it. 
"And yes. Mr. Vice President, 
you're right." White House press 
secretary Robert Gibbs said in a 
post, or "Tweet," on Twitter, the 
social netwonVing site. 
Gates asks for probe into pentagon operations 
By Pauline J.lin.k 
The Associated Press 
Defense Secretary Robert Gates 
has asked for a wide-rang- 
ing study of the Pentagon's 
information operations and 
given officials just 15 days to 
complete it. 
The review comes amid a 
separate Pentagon investigation 
into whether an official hired 
private contractors to run an 
off-the-books spy operation for 
tracking suspected insurgents in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan. 
"Information operations" 
include   such   activities   as 
electronic warfare, 
computer network operations, 
psychological operations, 
military deception and oth- 
ers generally used to influence, 
disrupt or corrupt an enemy's 
decision making. 
Pentagon press secretary 
Geoff Morrell told a press 
conference Tuesday that Gates 
asked a small group of officials 
to study whether the programs 
are being run with proper 
oversight and guidelines. 
The review was prompted by 
the case of Michael D. Furlong 
who had directed a defense 
contract to gather information 
in the Afghanistan-Pakistan 
region that could be shared with 
military units. After military 
officials suspected he. was 
using Defense Department 
money for an off-the-books spy 
operation, defense officials shut 
down that part of the contract, 
officials said last week. 
The New York Times 
reported that some of the 
intelligence gathered was 
used to track down and attack 
militants. 
Furlong denied the allega- 
tions. He said last week that the 
program was authorized by 
military commanders. 
DID YOU KNOW? 
H goldfish has a 
memory span of 
three seconds. 
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COMMUNITY HIGHLIGHTS: 
Upgraded clubhouse 
BBQ grills and picnic area 
Spacious fitness center 
Spa like tanning room 
Relaxing pool furniture 
Basketball court 
Spacious hot tub 
24-hour computer center 
On-site management and ma.ntenance    Full kitchens 
APARTMENT FEATURES:   \ 
Individual leases 
Individual bedrooms 
Individual bathrooms in ALL units 
Spacious living rooms 
Furnished units available 
Washer and dryer in each unit 
High-speed Internet 
Roommate matching 
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LC! 
Gnclave2 
Ultimate Student Living 
912 KLOTZ ROAD • BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402 
419-353-4316 
www.miclauf-Sapis.cofti 
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Ohio Turnpike to W.Va. prisoner Ohio high court 
build greener admits to 1982 upholds Akron man's 
service plazas Ohio rape, murder death sentence 
CLEVELAND (AP)- The Ohio SI CLAIRSVILLE. Ohio (AP) COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP)-The 
Turnpike plans to build a pair o( - A man doing time in West Ohio Supreme Court has upheld the 
"greener" service plazas powered by Virginia for killing a 15-year-old conviction and death sentence of a 
renewable energy with electricity (or girl has confessed to rape and man who stabbed his former girl- 
truckers to heat or cool their rigs with- murder in Ohio to avoid the friend to death with a butcher knife in 
out keeping their engines running. death penalty. front of her grandchildren 
Officials say the plazas on both Sixty-five-yearold Eugene In a 7-0 ruling Tuesday, the state's 
sides of the turnpike in Williams Blake of Huntington. W.Va.. highest court rejected claims by 
County, 20 miles from the Indiana pleaded guilty Monday in Clarence Fry that errors were made, 
border, also will offer ethanol and Belmont County Common Pleas first in his indictment and later by the 
have stations for recharging electric Court to aggravated murder dur- judge at his trial 
cars. Plus. Turnpike Executive Director ing the commission of a rape Fifty-year-old Fry. of Akron, was 
George Distel says truck drivers who Blake admitted shooting convicted of aggravated murder 
stop will have the ability to hook up to 21-year-old Mark Withers in 1982. in the killing of 41 -year-old Tamila 
cable and the Internet. and then raping Withers' 17-year- Hardison in July 2005. He was 
The Turnpike Commission awarded old companion He faces a life removed from court the following 
about $51 million in construction con- sentence when he returns to court year during sentencing when he 
tracts on Monday Most of the money Friday. wouldn't stop laughing and smiling. 
will come from last years toll increase though that was not an issue in Frys 
for drivers paying cash. appeal 
Worker compensation law restricts 
employee lawsuits over injuries 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — The 
Ohio Supreme Court has upheld 
a 2005 stale law that limited 
lawsuits by workers hurt on the 
job. 
In a pair of 6-1 decisions, 
justices found the law 
restricting the ability of 
employees to file "work- 
place intentional torts" 
against their bosses while 
simultaneously receiv- 
ing state workers' 
compensation benefits is con- 
stitutional. The law requires 
employees who want to file 
lawsuits to prove their employ- 
er acted deliberately to cause 
injury. 
Each decision dealt with a 
different section of the Ohio 
Constitution, which separate 
injured workers said were violat- 
ed by the limits set on their abil- 
ity to sue their employers, even 
whenaworkplaceconditionwas 
"substantially certain to cause 
injury." 
In one suit, justices said the 
2005 law doesn't violate work- 
ers rights under a section of the 
"Conventional standards regarding what 
a 'just' result might be subordinated to 
other concerns in this setting ..." 
Robert Cuop I Justice 
constitution that allows legislators 
to make laws that provide for "the 
comfort, health, safety and general 
welfare of all employees" and laws 
to resolve workers' comp issues. 
The second decision said the 
law also doesn't violate a host of 
other constitutional protections, 
including the guarantee to trial by 
jury, a remedy for damages, open 
courts, due process, equal protec- 
tion, and separation of powers 
between the legislative and judi- 
cial branches of government. 
"As this court has often 
recognized, workers' compensa- 
tion laws are the result of a unique 
mutual compromise between 
employees and employers, in 
which employees give up their 
common-law remedy and accept 
possibly lower monetary recov- 
ery, but with greater assurance 
that they will receive reasonable 
compensation for their injury," 
lustice Robert Cupp wrote in one 
of the two opinions he authored. 
"Employers in turn give up 
common-law defenses but are 
protected from unlimited liability." 
Cupp also issued a reminder 
that workers' comp is a no-fault 
system by design. 
"Conventional standards 
regarding what a 'just' result might 
be subordinated to other concerns 
in this setting, and awards are 
routinely made to employees 
injured as the result of their own 
misconduct," he wrote. 
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VILLAGE GREEN 
APARTMENTS Going *a' 
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS 
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS 
EXTRA AMENITIES 
"Home away from Home" 
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION 
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org 
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
GREENBRIAR 
MARCH 
LARGE 3 BEDROOM, A/C APTS 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
- COLUMBIA COURT 
- HEINZ APTS 
- MERCER MANOR 
NO DEPOSIT 
FREE INTERNET 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
419-352-0717        445 E. WOOSTER GREENBRIARRENTALS. 
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BG ATHLETICS 
Student-athlete 
talent show raises 
funds for Haiti relief 
efforts 
On Sunday. BG's Student- 
Athlete Advisory Committee 
(SAAC) held a talent show at 
the Perry Field House in an 
effort to raise funds for Haiti 
relief. The talent show raised 
just over $400. Ten different 
teams, as well as athletic 
trainers, performed in front 
of a panel of judges and over 
200 people in attendance. 
ONLINE 
Become a BG Hews 
Sports fan on 
Facebook 
The BG News sports section 
has a Facebook fan page. 
Log on to your Facebook and 
search for "BG News Sports" 
to become a fan and receive 
instant BG sports news. 
www.facebook.com 
ONLINE 
The BG Hews 
Sports Blog 
Be sure to log on to The BG 
News Sports Blog for con- 
tinued news and updates on 
your favorite Falcon teams. 
www.bgnewssports.com 
OHLIHE 
The BG Hews 
Sports Twitter 
The BG News sports section 
has a Twitter feed. Be sure 
to log on while your favorite 
team is playing. We may have 
in-game updates 
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports 
OUR CALL 
Today in 
Sports History 
1980—Louisville defeats 
UCLA 59-54 for the NCAA 
men's championship. 
1973—San Francisco 49ers 
President Lou Spadia proposes 
that the NFL expand to 50 
teams. 
The List 
After the baseball team's 
10-7 loss to West Virginia on 
Tuesday in Chillicothe, Ohio, 
we look at the top five perfor- 
mances from the game. 
1. Hayes: West Virginia's 
Dom Hayes went 3-for-5 
at the plate, knocking in 
four RBIs and scoring a run 
himself. 
2. Vaughn: Dennis 
Vaughn was a perfect 3-for-3 
at the plate for the Falcons, 
finishing with an RBI and two 
runs scored. 
3. Durborow: Colin 
Durborow went 2-for-5 at the 
plate with two RBIs and a run 
scored. 
4. Martin: In 3.2 innings 
pitched. BG's Patrick Martin 
allowed just one run on four 
hits. 
5. Yannett: Sophomore 
Matt Vannett went 2-for-3 
with an RBI for the Falcons. 
Baseball returns to home diamond 
Falcon's 2010 
home baseball 
schedule 
Today vs Central Michigan 
First pitch: 3 p.m. 
March 26 vs Northern Illinois 
First pitch: 3 p.m. 
March 27 vs Northern Illinois 
First pitch: 1 p.m. 
March 28 vs Northern Illinois 
First pitch: 1 p.m. 
April 9 vs Ball State 
First pitch: 3 p.m. 
April 10 vs Ball State 
First pitch: 1 p.m. 
April 11 vs Ball State 
First pitch: 1 p.m. 
April 13 vs Cleveland State 
First pitch: 3 p.m. 
April 20 vs Dayton 
First pitch: 3 p.m. 
April 21 vs Western Michigan 
First pitch: 3 p.m. 
April 30 vs Miami (OH) 
First pitch: 3 p.m. 
May 1vs Miami (OH) 
First pitch: 1 p.m. 
May 2 vs Miami (OH) 
First pitch: 1 p.m. 
May 7 vs Akron 
First pitch: 3 p.m. 
May8vs Akron 
First pitch: 1 p.m. 
May 9 vs Akron 
First pitch: 1 p.m. 
May 18 vs Youngstown State 
First pitch: 3 p.m. 
May 20 vs Buffalo 
First pitch: 3 p.m. 
May 21 vs Buffalo 
First pitch: 1 p.m. 
May 22 vs Buffalo 
First pitch: 1 p.m. 
Lineup based off Tuesday's 
matchup with West Virginia 
Matt Vannett 
BG baseball hosts Central       Steller Field to 
Michigan in home opener 
By Ryan Satkowlak 
Reporter 
After 15 games played and four 
games cancelled, the BG base- 
ball team will finally play their 
home opener this afternoon. 
They take on Central 
Michigan, in what will be 
considered a non-conference 
game today, before talcing on 
Northern Illinois this weekend 
for their first home weekend 
series. 
Having two weekday games 
sandwiched between the week- 
end series last weekend against 
Eastern Kentucky, and one 
this weekend will provide an 
interesting dynamic for today's 
game. 
The team will not be throw- 
ing weekend startejjs Brennan 
Smith, Kevin Leady or Michael 
Frank, but will be turning to 
younger guys on the mound. 
"We'regoingtoseesomeyoung 
pitchers out on the mound, so it 
will be exciting to watch them 
and see how they perform," 
coach Danny Schmitz said. "I 
told them when we got off the 
bus Saturday that Tuesday and 
Wednesday will be their time." 
In addition to Schmitz avoid- 
ing using the weekend rota- 
tion, Schmitz also said key 
relievers Charles Wooten, Ross 
Gerdeman and Patrick O'Brien 
will likely be held out as well. 
TJ. 
Blanton 
Was named MAC 
East Player of the 
Week 
The offense should once 
again be what carries this team. 
TJ. Blanton is coming off of a 
huge weekend, as he has five of 
the team's 11 home runs on the 
season, and leadoff hitter Ion 
Berti has had at least one hit in 
nine of his last 10 games. 
See OPENER | Page 8 
unveil upgrades 
Column by Ryan Satkowiak 
As the baseball team gets set 
for their home opener today 
against Central Michigan, it will 
also mark the unveiling of the 
newly constructed dugouts at 
Steller Field. 
The renovations began in late 
lanuary, and, according to coach 
Danny Schmitz, they were 
just completed Sunday, which 
makes you wonder if this played 
into last week's schedukxl home 
opener against Findlay being 
cancelled, due to "poor field 
conditions fronvrecent weather." 
Regardless of this, it's nice to 
see that after back-to-back Mid- 
American Conference champi- 
onships the team was finally 
able to secure funding for a 
much-needed facility upgrade. 
"They are really outstand- 
ing." Schmitz said, regard- 
ing the dugouts. "Some of 
the things that we were look- 
ing for in the new dugouts 
were, first off, to be bigger, 
because the old ones weren't 
big enough; we had to send 
half our team down to the 
bullpen, so it's nice to be able 
to fit everybody in there. 
"The benches, the bat racks, 
the helmet racks are outstand- 
ing. We have heat in there, we 
See SATKOWIAK Page 8 
Jacobson enjoys early success on track team 
By Brad Frank 
Reporter 
Tatijana Jacobson has learned 
quite a bit in her first year at 
BG. 
What she has learned is largely 
a result of the design of the BG 
track and field program. 
And from what she has learned 
in college, she's experienced a bit 
of success so far this season. 
The freshman won her first 
collegiate high jump event in 
lanuary at the lane Herrmann 
Invitational and ha#placed in 
the top 10 three other times. 
Finishes like those are very 
familiar to her. 
lacobson was a two-time state 
qualifier and three-time district 
champion in high school. 
She wants to continue to 
learn, mainly because she 
feels it can only help her. 
"It's all about learning. If you 
can learn the most, you can 
progress the most," lacobson 
said. "I've learned so much 
since I started; I think I've 
done well." 
In addition to learning in 
practice, she said she learns 
something new in each meet. 
"I get better that way," she 
said. "My heights might not 
show it, but I definitely have 
learned a bunch. 
"I have a few things down, but I 
still have other things to work on." 
She has also learned that 
the key to success, at least for 
her, is to be confident. 
"You can be the best in your 
event, but if you're not confi- 
dent then that doesn't really 
help," lacobson said. 
"Field events are all  about ' 
"It's all about learning. If you can learn 
the most, you can progress the most. 
I've learned so much since I started; I 
think I've done well." 
Tatijana Jacobson | Sprints/jumps 
confidence, because if you 
missed your first jump you can't 
get down on yourself because 
you could miss your next two 
jumps." 
lacobson said good high jump- 
ers are willing to learn. Her main 
See TRACK | Page 9 
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Winning becomes tradition 
for BG women's basketball 
By Is.ml Barney 
Assistant Sports Editor 
ll was yet another exciting season 
to lie a BG women's basketball 
fan. 
Coach Ctot Miller, his staff and 
the team proved once again they 
truly are the cream of the crop 
in women's basketball in the Mid- 
American (Conference. 
I he FakonS won the MAC 
regular-season title for the sixth 
consecutive season, the MAC 
Tournament championship for 
the fourth time in those six sea- 
sons and returned to the NCAA's 
for the 10th time in school his- 
tory— marking the sixth-straight 
season the team has qualified for 
national postseason play. 
And even though the Falcons 
were one and done this year, as 
the] tell to Michigan State 72-62 
Saturday in the lirst round at 
Louisville's Freedom Hall, BGsdll 
finished at 27-7. 
Miller and the Falcons have 
now won at least 27 games in no 
fewer than four of the last Bve 
seasons. 
The team won 20 games in 2005- 
(II). followed In a 31-win season in 
2006-07, 26 games in 2007-08, 29 
wins a \ear ago and 27 wins this 
season. 
Over the last Bve seasons. Mi 
has averaged 2H.2 wins per year. 
Aside from l he wins, fans got to 
see their first and only lookat fifth- 
year senior Taniika Nurse, who 
transferred two years ago from 
the University of Oregon lull had 
to sit out last year due to NCAA 
transfer rules. 
Nurse burst onto the scene 
and averaged 10.5 points per 
game and tallied 115 assists 
on the season. 
She provided another scor- 
ing option the Falcons had been 
looking for alongside Lauren 
I'rochaska and Tracy Pontius. 
I'rochaska, who led BG with 
17.9 points per game this sea- 
son, proved once again to be the 
falcons' goto player. 
After three years at BG. 
I'rochaska already ranks third 
in school history in scoring. Her 
1.699 career points is good for an 
nv ei age of 16.7 points per game. 
She was named the MAC Flayer 
of the Year for the second con- 
secutive year and was name the 
Most Valuable Flayer in the MAC 
Tournament 
Pontius, who also ended her 
junior year, averaged 11.7 points 
per game this season and will 
enter her senior season needing 
just two more points to become 
the 21th player in BG history to 
reach the 1,000-point mark. 
And finally, coach Miller. 
BG's 66-56 win at Akron on Feb. 
20 gave Miller his 200th win with 
the Falcons, making him the fast- 
est coach to 20(1 wins in MAC 
women's basketball history. 
Miller also became just the sev- 
enth coach in MAC history—and 
the second fastest — to reach 100 
conference wins when BG defeated 
FiiiMcm Michigan 83-71 on Ian. 23. 
Miller coached the likes of 
seniors Tara Breske, I.aura 
Bugher and Sarah Clapper, who 
were part of 113 total wins in 
a Falcon uniform — which is 
the seiand highest total in both 
school and MAC history. 
This past season was certainly 
one to remember, and as long its 
Mil lei is at the helm, many more 
memories are sure to come. 
ANDREA FEHt    THE fif, NEWS 
THANKS: The Fakons wave to their fans after losing to Michigan State on Saturday. 
HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11 
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES 
Available May 15,2010 
146 1/2 Manville 
One bedroom upper. Limit 2 people 
$420 00 per month plus utilities 
Deposit $420.00 Lease 5/15/10 -5/7/11 
517 N. Summit 
Three bedrooms Limit 3 people 
$1,050 pet month plus utilities 
Has attached garage Limit 3 cars 
Lease 5/15/10-5/7/11. 
704 Second 
Three bedrooms 
$975 00 per month plus utilities 
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars. 
Lease 5/15/10-5/7/11. 
710 Elm St. 
Three bedrooms 
$760.00 per month plus utilities. 
Deposit $760 00 Has washer, dryer. 
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cats. 
Lease 5/15/10-5/7-11. 
m Eighth $t. 
Three bedrooms 
S750.00 pet month plus utilities. 
Deposit $575 00 
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars 
Lease 5/15/10-5/7/11. 
Available August 19, 2010 
714 Eighth *B 
Two bedrooms 
$680 00 per month plus utilities. 
Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars 
HasA/C Lease 8/19/10 - 8/6/11 
720 Eighth SI, 
Three bedrooms Limit 3 people 
$575 00 per month plus utilities 
Limit 3 cats Lease 8/19/10 - 8/6/11. 
8?Q Scptt Hamilton 
Three bedrooms. 2 baths 
$925.00 per month plus utilities. 
Has A/C Limit 5 people Limit 5 cars. 
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11 
256 S. College If, 
Three bedrooms S750.00 
per month plus utilities. 
Limit 4 people Limit 4 cats 
Lease 8/19/10- 8/6/11. 
712 Second. *A and SB 
lwo bedrooms in each unit 
$690.00 per month plus utilities. 
Has dishwasher. C/A. 
Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars 
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11. 
723 Sixth 
Three bedrooms. 
$565 00 per month plus utilities 
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars. 
Tenants do not have use of garage. 
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11. 
908 E. Wooster 
Three bedrooms 
$1,020.00 per month plus utilities. 
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. 
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11 
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit. 
Wt hsvt miny apartments available. Stop in the Rental Office for a brochurt 
or visit our website for information: www.jormnewtovfMliUy.com 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell) 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
llgauskas re-signs with Cleveland 
CLEVELAND (AP) — Zydrunas 
llgauskas' agent called Cavaliers 
general manager Danny Ferry 
at 8:30 a.m. Monday, the first 
day llgauskas was eligible to re- 
sign with Cleveland. 
It took a little longer than 
expected — the deal wasn't 
announced until Tuesday after- 
noon — hut llgauskas is back 
with the only team lie has ever 
known. 
"If I would've left and the 
team won a championship 
without me," he said, "I don't 
think I could've ever forgave 
myself." 
Hgauskassignedtoplayforthe 
rest of the season in Cleveland 
and traveled with the Cavaliers 
to New Orleans on Tuesday. 
Coach Mike Brown said 
he will likely play against the 
I lornets on Wednesday. 
To make room on the ros- 
ter, Cleveland waived sec- 
ond-year forward Darnell 
lackson. 
"Z has been a good friend 
of mine and others in the 
organization," said Ferry, 
who played with llgauskas 
in Cleveland. "We're excited 
to have the llgauskas fam- 
ily back in Cleveland. This 
is where they really wanted 
to be." 
It's been a difficult season for 
the veteran center. 
He became a bench player 
for the first time in his career 
when the team acquired 
Shaquille O'Neal last sum- 
mer, then he was upset when 
Brown didn't play him the 
night he was expected to 
break the franchise's record 
for most games played. 
When Ferry traded his former 
teammate to Washington in the 
three-team deal that brought 
Antawn Jamison and Sebastian 
Telfair to Cleveland, llgauskas 
had to take a few days to calm 
his emotions and collect his 
thoughts. 
"It's been a strange season," he 
said. 
Washington subsequently 
bought out his contract before 
he ever played a game, making 
him a free agent., 
Whilemultipleteamsaround 
the league showed great inter- 
est, llgauskas ultimately chose 
to return to Cleveland. 
He had to wait 30 days under 
league rules, but passed the 
time by working out on his own 
and getting rare time off with 
his family. 
He  returns  averaging   7.5 
"Z has been a good friend of mine and 
others in the organization. We're excited to 
have the llgauskas family back in Cleveland. 
This is where they really wanted to be." 
Danny Fetty | Cavaliers general manager 
points and 5.3 rebounds this 
season. 
Brown hasn't decided wheth- 
er he'll continue to come off 
the bench or start while O'Neal 
is out for the remainder of the 
regular season after thumb sur- 
gery. 
Cleveland used its biannual 
exception to sign him for the 
rest of the season. 
The 34-year-old has previous- 
ly hinted at retirement but has 
since changed his mind. 
His agent, Herb Rudoy, said 
he plans to become an unre- 
stricted free agent this summer. 
"With a guy that is his size 
and with his skill level and 
ability to shoot the ball, he 
has a lot of years left in him," 
Brown said. "We only bring 
positives to the organization 
and to our team with him in 
the mix." 
Ferry    warned    llgauskas 
before the season he could be 
traded because of his expiring 
contract. 
That didn't make the emotion 
of the moment any easier. 
Ferry said his e-mail and 
voicemail filled up with mes- 
sages from fans upset that 
he traded one of the most 
popular players in franchise 
history. 
It was those same people who 
brought llgauskas back. 
He said he was overwhelmed 
by the support of Cavaliers fans 
who begged him to return once 
he became available. 
"The way people in 
Cleveland and the fans have 
reacted has really hum- 
bled me in a positive way," 
llgauskas said. "Their sup- 
port has been unbelievable. 
I'm from Lithuania and I'll 
always be proud of it, but this 
has become a home to me." 
SATKOWIAK 
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have lighting in there, so it's 
something that is going to be 
really special for our guys, and 1 
think the biggest thing is it's an 
eye catcher." 
The University's Web site 
states the field was designed to 
provide a modern facility that 
could measure up with similar 
facilities nation-wide, and that 
the modernity has been kept 
through constant care and 
renovation. 
However, this is only the 
second major upgrade to the 
facility since 1968. 
If you take away the press 
box and the huge batters- 
eye backdrop behind the 
center field fence, the sta- 
dium would more closely 
resemble a high school sta- 
dium than a college one. 
Obviously, for a non-rev- 
enue sport at a mid-major 
athletic program, things are 
not going to get upgraded 
unless someone comes 
along and specifically 
donates for it. 
Even adding to this uphill 
battle, the University needed 
to get state funds and dip into 
their own pockets to upgrade 
the Ice Arena. 
Hockey, unlike baseball, is 
considered one of the money- 
making sports here. 
Even with generous dona- 
tions from Scott Hamilton 
and lack Vivian, the school 
still sits several million dol- 
lars below its goal of $9 mil- 
lion. 
Given all of this, it seems 
incredibly unlikely that 
the baseball field will be 
getting larger renovations 
any time soon, leaving the 
school with an average 
facility, despite what they 
"We have heat 
in there, we have 
lighting in there, so 
it's something that 
is going to be really 
special for our guys, 
and I think the 
biggest thing is it's 
an eye catcher." 
Danny Schmitz | Head coach 
claim it to be. 
Let's face it, when your 
coach thinks that your dug- 
outs could be a strong sell- 
ing-point for recruits, it's 
pretty clear the field doesn't 
measure up with others 
nationally. 
This is why Schmitz is one 
of the top, if not the best coach 
in the MAC. 
Despite being potentially 
handicapped by a decent, at 
best, playing structure, he con- 
tinues to get great players to 
come here, and most impor- 
tantly, he wins with those play- 
ers. 
Even though the baseball 
team has been one of the most 
. successful sports at BG the 
last couple of years, it's hard to 
imagine the school investing 
large amounts of money in a 
non-revenue sport. 
You won't hear Schmitz 
complaining. 
He'll just continue to do what 
he has done for the past 19 
years, and that is winning, as 
the team is off to a strong start 
and appears poised to make a 
run at their third consecutive 
MAC title. 
It takes ^>,000 cons to supplu the Hf~L 
*afji enoubk leetfer for a 
gear's supply of footballs 
BG NEWS FILE PHOIO 
BATTER'S EYE: Logan Meislei wats for a pitdi last spnng, Metsler hada hit and a walk Tuesday 
OPENER 
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As a team, the Falcons are hit- 
ting .319 on the year and have a 
team on-base percentage of .393. 
The Falcons won the regu- 
lar season series with Central 
Michigan last year 2-1. 
They also lost once to the 
Chippewas in the First round of 
the Mid-American Conference 
tournament last year. The 
Chippewas lead the all-time 
series 36-57-1. 
First pitch today is scheduled 
for 3 p.m. 
The Falcons will look to get 
back in the win column today 
after falling 10-7 to West Virginia 
Tuesday afternoon in Chillicothe, 
Ohio. 
BG wasted no time getting on 
the scoreboard, as they scored 
a pair of runs in the first inning 
and a run in the fourth to take 
a 3-0 lead. 
The Mountaineers would cut 
the deficit to two after notching 
a run in their half of the fourth, 
but BG tacked on another run 
in the sixth to regain a two-run 
lead. 
However, WVU put up five 
runs in the bottom of the sixth 
to take their first lead of the 
game, 6-4. Apairofrunsinboth 
the seventh and eighth innings 
for the Mountaineers proved 
too much for the Falcons, as BG 
couldn't mount a comeback of 
their own and lost for the first 
time since March 7. 
Patrkk Martin got the start- 
ing nod on the hill, tossing 3.2 
innings while surrendering four 
hits, two runs and a walk to com- 
pliment his two strikeouts. 
Steven Barrett, who came in 
relief of Martin, received the 
loss while pitching 1.2 innings 
— allowing four runs on three 
hits. 
Blanton and Dennis Vaughn 
provided the offense for BG. com- 
bining to go 4-for-7 at the plate 
with three RBIs and three runs. 
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I— 
Which gender-based 
spending scenario is 
true? 
A In general, women spend 
on day-to-day lifestyle items 
B. In general, men focus on 
bigger ticket status items 
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Brought to you by: 
STODEm MONEY 
BGSU. 
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4I9.172.IH2 
GLASS CITY 
FEDERAL 
CREDIT UNION 
gbucVcucom 
114 S. Main St. 
117 N. Main St. 
109 1/2 N. Main St.   #H   & G 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
• Downtown apartments 
• Conveniently Located 
• Starting at $325 
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Xavier emerging as mid- 
major basketball program 
By Jo* Kay 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI — Xavier bristles 
whenever anyone suggests it's 
doing quite well for a mid-major 
school. 
Another trip to the NCAA's 
rou nd of 16 m ight final ly remove 
the hyphen. 
There's no mid-anything 
about the Jesuit school, which is 
growing a reputation as a major 
player in college basketball. 
The Musketeers (26-8) are 
in the NCAA tournament's 
round of 16 for the third straight 
year. Only one other school — 
Michigan Slate — can match 
that. 
And the Musketeers' pre-emi- 
nence has nothing to do with 
March surprises or tournament 
upsets. 
They drew it up that way. 
They spend that way. They win 
that way. 
"Everything in our program is 
first-class — how we travel, how 
we recruit, the use of charter 
planes, the Cintas Center, how 
we schedule," coach Chris Mack 
said, in an interview. 
There's a formula for winning 
in college basketball, one that 
applies to programs big and 
small. In the last decade, Xavier 
has gotten it right. 
The Musketeers are making 
their ninth NCAA tournament 
appearance in lOyearsand their 
fifth in a row, set to play Kansas 
State in the regional semifinals 
on Thursday in Salt Lake City. 
Only a dozen schools have 
made the NCAA tournament 
each of the last five years: 
Xavier, Duke, Kansas, Michigan 
State, Tennessee, Pittsburgh, 
Marquette, Gonzaga, Texas, 
Texas A&M, Villanova and 
Wisconsin. 
The small university — 4,200 
undergraduates — began 
emerging as a regular NCAA 
tournament team in the 1980s, 
when it played in a Midwestern 
Collegiate Conference that was 
the definition of mid-major. As 
the acclaim grew, the school's 
If you want to be successful at a high level, 
your investment and commitment need 
to be at a high level. You can't have one 
without the other." 
Mike Bobinski I Xavier athletics director 
administration decided the bas- 
ketball program could raise its 
profile and give it a face across 
the country. 
It wasn't going to be easy or 
cheap to become one of the 
best. 
"The formula is simple," ath- 
letics director Mike Bobinski 
said, in a phone interview. 
"Being successful isn't all that 
simple. If it was that easy, there 
would be more than just a cou- 
ple of teams advancing deep in 
the tournament every year." 
Xavier moved up to the 
Atlantic 10, which had some 
of the nation's top teams in 
Temple and Massachusetts, for 
the 2005-06 season. 
Five years later, it opened the 
state-of-the-art Cintas Center 
on campus, which became 
a springboard to much bigger 
things. 
"If you want to be suc- 
cessful at a high level, your 
investment and commit- 
ment need to be at a high 
level," Bobinski said. "You 
can't have one without the 
other.'' 
In terms of facilities and 
finances, Xavier had left 
the mid-major ranks. It was 
competing with the big boys. 
Soon, it would be beating 
them, too. 
Matte keeping busy during tournament 
By Rmty Mill-, 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Its 10 
o'clock on a Monday night in 
mid-March, the early NIT 
games are over and even avid 
basketball fans across the coun- 
try are about to call it a day. 
That's when Ohio State coach 
Thad Matta gets around to 
answering his stack of phone 
messages. 
"I'm just sitting down to din- 
ner with my family," he says. 
Some 14 hours into what is a 
day off for his players, Matta is 
bone tired yet exhilarated. 
He thinks of the more than 
300 Division I coaches out there 
who aren't busy right now, who 
don't have a game for which to 
prepare. 
Fans look at Ohio State and 
its coach and think their suc- 
cess — a 29-7 record, a date with 
Tennessee in the round of 16 on 
Friday night in St. Louis — is 
a product of recruiting, plain 
and simple. After all, don't the 
Buckeyes have perhaps the very 
best player in the nation in Evan 
Turner? 
And wasn't it Matta who 
cajoled one of the great recruit- 
ing classes ever, dubbed The 
Thad Five, to come to Ohio 
State three years ago? That 
group included 7-foot center 
Greg Oden, coach-on-the-floor 
Mike Conley Ir. and superlative 
shooter Daequan Cook coming 
off the bench. 
They all left for the NBA after 
one season, taken in the first 
round of the draft. 
Asked if it grates him that 
people consider him a recruiter 
first and a coach second, Matta 
laughed. 
"No, it doesn't bother me," he 
said Tuesday. "I'm one of those 
guys, I just wake up every day, 
go to work and do the best that 
I can." 
Inhis 10 years as a head coach 
— one at his alma mater, Butler, 
three at Xavier and the last six 
at Ohio State — each of Matta's 
teams has won at least 20 games. 
All three schoolsare still alive in 
the round of 16. 
Remember, as a freshman 
Turner struggled and didn't 
look anything like the play- 
er he is now. Unlike some 
who are marked for the pros 
before they learn to shave, 
Turner had to grow into his 
talent. 
"Once you get here, it's so 
tough," he said of his matura- 
tion under Matta. "My first two 
months here, I didn't pass the 
3-point line. I definitely wasn't 
ready for college. I had the 
roughest time ever here. I wasn't 
sure if I could play at this level," 
Yet Matta has brought out the 
best in him and his team. 
Even when Turner sat out 
more than a month with broken 
bones in his back earlier this 
season, the coach helped the 
Buckeyes hang on. 
"When we started off 1-3 in 
"No, it doesn't bother me. I'm 
one of those guys, I just wake 
up every day, go to work and 
do the best that I can." 
Thad Matta 10SU head coach 
the Big Ten, he really stayed 
positive with us," Turner said 
of Matta." He was telling us that 
we need to take it one game ai 
a time and come back and do 
what we need to do to try to fin- 
ish off strong. And that's what 
happened." 
And it has been years in the 
making. 
When Matta took over in 2004, 
|im O'Brien had been fired after 
acknowledging he had given 
money to a recruit's family, and 
the Buckeyes were coming off a 
14-16 season. 
And a month into Matta's 
first season, athletic director 
Andy Geiger announced Ohio 
State would not go to any post- 
season tournament to mitigate 
penalties. 
The next year, Ohio State 
won the Big Ten regular-sea- 
son title with a makeshift team 
built around a too-small center, 
Terence Dials. 
Then came the most 
acclaimed recruiting class 
at  Ohio   State  since  Jerry 
Lucas, lohn Havlicek and 
Bob Knight came to town in 
1959. The 2006-7 Buckeyes 
went 35-4, lost to Florida in 
the national championship 
game and then lost Oden and 
others to the NBA. 
"You won't out-game plan 
Thad Matta. You won't out- 
coach him," said Tennessee's 
Bruce Pearl, whose teams have 
faced the Buckeyes three times 
with Matta on the sideline. 
"He'll do a very good job with 
his team and the schemes that 
they run." 
With most of the stars gone, 
Matta brought in a highly 
acclaimed 7-footer, Kosta Koufos, 
another one-and-done recruit. 
The Buckeyes weni 24-13, missed 
the NCAA field but won the NIT. 
Turner, a whip-thin 6-7 point 
guard, came in the next sea- 
son but couldn't find a position. 
David Lighty, the last remaining 
member of the Thad Five at Ohio 
State, broke his foot seven games 
in and didn't play the rest of the 
year. 
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teacher is assistant coach |ody 
Stewart. 
lacobson talked about how 
he helps her improve as a 
high jumper. 
"He's just there to make me 
better as an athlete and as a 
person," she said. "If we don't 
understand things, he'll try 
and explain so we do under- 
stand. 
"He just pushes us. There's 
no quitting—ever. If he's not 
going to let me quit, then I 
can't let him down." 
In addition to Stewart, the 
entire track and field program 
has helped to create a system in 
which athletes can excel. 
All athletes, whether com- 
peting in track or field events, 
support one another through- 
out the course of a meet as 
much as possible. 
"We're there for each other; 
we push each other. Cheering 
is a bit part  of our team," 
® Tatijana Jacobson Won her first high jump event in January 
Jody 
Stewart 
Has helped guide 
Jacobson through 
her first season 
lacobson said. 
The support system extends 
to the coaches, who lacobson 
said have provided her noth- 
ing hut guidance and support 
in her first year. 
"My coaches arc like my par 
cms here," she said. "Not only 
do they tell me what lo do and 
how to do it, but they're there 
for support." 
lacobson and the Falcons 
continue their season 
Saturday at the University of 
Toledo Collegiate Challenge. 
WWW. 
visit us out online (?> 
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FUN FACT: 
E>AT^ ALWAYS 
TURN LEFT WHEN 
EXITINQ A CAVE 
Shamrock 
Storage 
•Near Campus 
Security Fence 
• 24 Hr Access 
•Open 24 Hours 
•Many Sizes 
Summer 
Storage! 
Don't Make Extra Work 
Leave Your "Things"! 
(419)354-0070 
1724 E. Wooster 
www.shamrockbgxom 
HILLSDALE APARTMENTS 
3 BEDROOMS 
On BGSU Shuttle Route 
Up to 5 People at NO EXTRA CHARGE 
Dishwasher and Garbage Disposal 
Full Basements 
Washer and Dryer Unit 
Patios & Grassy Areas Great For Cornhole 
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance 
Central Air & Heat 
THE CORNER OF CLOUGH AND MERCER, ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
UNIVERSITY COURTS 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
• Carports 
/Cfl&CA 
Management Inc. 
www.meccabg.com 
info@meccabg.com 
1045 N. Main7B 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
419-353-5800 
One & Two Bedroom Apartments 
• Generous utility package included 
in your rent (gas, water, sewer, 
trash & 77 channel cablevision) 
•   Flexible Leases 
Furnished Available 
•  Tenant Friendly 
•   24 hour 
emergency 
maintenance 
419-352-0164       2!X 
SUMMER LEASES 
NOW 
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three. Two members of each 
learn were given 22-ounce bur- 
rilos (the third member is a 
back-up), which they ate, one 
after the other, relay style. 
The teams faced off into indi- 
vidual matches (8 total); the 
first team of each match to fin- 
ish both hurritos won. 
Teams will be eliminated week 
by week until only two teams arc 
left. The first place team receives 
tivrlmrritosforayear. 
Ganim Shihadeh has been 
the co-owner of the Qdoba in 
Bowling Green since 2004. He 
said the contest has been going 
on since 2006 and always has a 
pretty good turnout. 
"A lot of other Qdoba's do this 
burrito eating contest so we 
thought it would bring a lot of 
publicity toourQdoba in Bowling 
Green," Shihadeh said. "We don't 
profit at all and we actually lose 
money, but it's great to see so 
many people come out and have 
"The uncomfortable burrito coma is worth it. It's 
actually funny because I end up saving so much 
money eating at Qdoba all the time and that's the 
only reason I continue to do these contests." 
Tom Parker I Senior 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by 
fun and try to win." 
The fastest total time last 
night went to team BW's, with 
two burritos consumed in 2 
minutes and 59 seconds. The 
fastest individual burrito was 
eaten in !">7 seconds. 
Senior Tom Parker was last 
November's individual winner 
with a time of I minute and 56 
seconds. He also competed in 
last night's contest. 
"The uncomfortable burrito 
coma is worth it." Parker said. 
"It's actually funny because I 
end up saving so much money 
eating at Qdoba all the time 
and that's the only reason I 
continue to do these contests. 
I'm a walking advertisement, I 
should get paid." 
Preparation for the contest 
seemed to be the key st rategy for 
some competitors. Freshman 
Morgan Ward, a member of 
team Nap Time, said her light 
eating leading up to the contest 
left her hungry enough to win. 
"I ate oatmeal for breakfast 
and then we decided to skip 
class to do this," Ward said. "It 
was really fun but it kind of 
sucks we couldn't enjoy the 
burrito. Next week we're going 
to practice and eat apple sauce 
and pudding beforehand so we 
won't get as full." 
The next round of the tourna- 
ment will be next Tuesday at 7 
p.m. The team with the biggest 
fan support will receive free 
chips and queso. 
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Our Views, Your Views. BGSU and Bowling Green 
B M m       ^%   check us out online @ BGV ^lews 
Campus Events 
BGSU 2010 Orientation Leaders 
Applications now available, 
Due March 25. 2010 
Questions? E-mail: 
esankey@bgsu.edu 
Services Offered 
ARE YOR JEANS TOO LONG' 
Seamstress - Kit Curran 
Jeans hemmed using original hem, 
by appointment only 419-340-9183 
at Nellie's Bagel -127 S Main St 
Help Wanted 
IBARTENDING1 up to S300/day No 
exp. necessary Training provided 
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174 
Bartenders and servers wanted 
Must be available weekends 
BG Country Club. 923 Fairview Ave 
Classroom Aide II - Bowling Green 
Candidate must have a high school 
diploma or GED and expenence in 
early childhood development and in 
word processing and internet soft- 
ware. Responsibilites include assist- 
ing the classrooom teacher with daily 
activities, responding to the needs ot 
children, maintaining the cleanliness 
ol items used in the classroom and 
tor meal time, and maintaining 
accurate repons and documents 
Must also be willing to obtain a CDA 
within two years and submit to intial 
and periodic physical exam and 
background checks. 
Year round, full-time S7.9C7hr.with 
benefits. Send resume by 
April 2. 2010 to: 
WSOS CAC. Attn HR-CAII/BG/CT, 
PO Box 590. Fremont, OH 43420 
EEOE 
Days Inn now hiring. 
front desk employee, flex, all 3 shifts 
Call Kelly at 419-352-1520 
Kidzwatch all centers now hiring care 
givers for days, eves & weekends 
Send resume or apply in person at 
3150 Bostwick.Levis Commons. 
Perrysburg. OH 
info@kidzwatch.net. 
www.kidzwatch.net 
CHILL OUT! 
with our 
COOL DEALS! 
2 Bedrooms - $609 
$99 - Deposit!* 
FREE HEAT! 
Pel Friendliest! 
Now Open 
Monday - Friday  10-6 
Saturday  10-3 
B VARSITY 
SQUARE 
AmRTMENTS 
Help Wanted 
Local hotel now hiring for 2 positions: 
computer professional with multi- 
media experience, and a marketing 
sales manager E-mail resume to: 
info@eidiproperties com 
Play Sports! Have Fun! Save Money! 
Maine camp needs counselors for 
all land, adventure & water sports. 
Great summer! 888-844-8080. apply 
campcedar com 
Respite Care Needed 
Occasional evening respite care 
needed in Rossford area for young 
man with special needs Please 
contact Dave Knessi at 
Wood County Board DD. 
419-352-5115x3332 
Summer Camp Counselor lor 
children w'disabilities. Must have 
strong work ethic & be interested in 
making a difference in life of a child 
S10-$15 25<hr. 35hr/wk, summer 
only. 5 sites in Summit County. OH. 
Must enjoy outdoor activities. 
Visit www.akroncyo.org 
lo download an application from 
the Careers link EOE 
Teacher Assistant-Bowling Green 
Candidate must have a high school 
diploma or GED, experience with 
pre-school aged children & a working 
knowledge of early childhood 
development. Responsibilities 
include assisting the teacher with 
daily classroom activities. 
responding to needs of children, 
maintaining cleanliness of items 
used in the classroom and preparing 
and maintaining accurate repons 
and documents  Must also be willing 
to obtain a CDA within two years. 
Must also submit to initial and 
periodic physical exam background 
checks Seasonal. PT. 
avg 25 hrs/wk, S8 40/hr 
Send resume by April 2, 2010 to: 
WSOS CAC, 
Attn: TA/BG/CT. P.O. Box 590. 
Fremont, OH 43420. 
EEOE 
For Rent 
"10-11 s.y. leases/apts. houses, effs 
Looking to wrap up Houses still avail. 
Discounts on 1 -6 BR houses & apts. 
Cartyrentals.com 353-0325 9a-9p 
"Last Large Houses for 10-11 S.Y 
Must go. MAKE Offer 353-0325 9-9p 
930 E. Wooster, 6BR = 7 unrelated 
321 E. Merry house. 4BR =7 allowed 
315 E Merry UP. 4BR ■ 5 allowed 
1 apt, close to campus, 
available NOW. May 8 August 
Call 419-708-9981 
(419) 353-7715 
'certain conditions apply 
fridge & microwave 
King or 2 double beds 
Free cable TV 
Free local calls 
Hair dryer & coffee 
maker available in room 
Right Across from BGSU! 
«-19.0Q/month 
oik far Uorx. 
419.352.5211 
For Rent 
12 month leases starting May 2010 
122 N. Enterprise - 1BR. S380/mo 
322 E. Court- IBRapt, 
S-140/mo includes all util. 
230 N Enterprise - 1BR, S370/mo 
125 Baldwin - 3BR, 2ba. $885/mo 
604 5th St - 3BR, 2ba, $870/mo 
837 3rd St - 3BR, 2ba. $870/mo 
847 2nd St - 3BR, 2ba, $900/mo. 
Call for August available rentals 
www.BGApartments.com 
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917 
2 BR duplex, pnvate parking & patio 
836 Scott Hamilton. Clean S quiet 
Avail. 5/1/10. $560/mo + util. 
Call 419-352-1104 
2010-2011, 1 8 2 BR. May or Aug 
1 8 2 BR avail now. short 8 long 
term For more into call 354-9740 
or contact' ghoverson@woh.rr.com 
2BR apts, 4th St. pets OK, reduced 
price, S490/mo +gas/elec, water incl. 
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456. 
2BR home, near campus. 
newly remodeld, avail May 2010. 
S750/mo Call 419-352-5882 
3 bedroom, 2 bath apt • 1 left! 
recently updated, newer carpet 
619 High St Call 419-308-3525 
3 BR house, 404 S. College. 
S600/mo plus util. 
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850 
3 person house. 144 S. Summit, 
4BR. 3 baths, $1200/mo 
Avail. Aug 15, call 419-308-2050. 
3BR, each w/ private full bath, 
close to campus, $950/mo. 
Call 419-708-9981 
424 E. Wooster Lg 3 BR apt. great 
location, avail Fall 2010. S950/mo. 
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882. 
426 E. Wooster. large 1 BR apt. 
Avail Fall 2010. S475/mo, utils incl 
Call 419-352-5882 
ACROSS 
1 Silently understood 
6 "Dear" advice giver 
10 Clock sound 
14 "Well done!" 
15 Early Yucatan dweller 
16 Nebraska tribe 
17 Sweet toast topper 
20 "No .  . no gain" 
21 Cancel 
22 Book of maps 
23 Peace and quiet 
25 _-shanter: Scottish cap 
27 State with 13-Down: Abbr. 
29 Fruity bread topper 
35 Inform (on) 
36 Group of bits, in 
computer storage 
37 Other halt, so to speak 
38 Be next to 
40 Wood-dressing tool 
42 Init. response team 
43 Complaint of "the weary" 
46 Kick into a net 
1 1/16 of a cup: Abbr. 
2 Greek city on its own gulf 
3 Politician in a political 
cartoon, e.g. 
4 A former Mrs. Trump 
5 Garage service 
6 Word of agreement 
7 The of Avon 
8 Boring way to learn 
9 "Whoopee!" 
10 Direct, as a confrontation 
11 " cost you!" 
12 Bubbly drink 
13 Largo, West, et al. 
18 Like roads with 
many potholes 
19 Copier problem 
24 Chem room 
26 "Washboard" muscles 
27 Old Cannes cash 
28 Repair bill line 
30 School support org. 
31 Rock climber's stop 
32 Windblown desert plant 
33 Cosmetician Lauder 
34 Odometer button 
39 Container at an 
afternoon service, maybe 
41 Playwright Akins 
44 Lowercase 
45 Cable sta. for old films 
47 Hibachi residue 
48 Summer sign 
51 Proclaim 
55 Loy of "The 
Thin Man" 
56 Mischievous tykes 
57 Try to reduce 
65-Across 
58 Ferber or Best 
60 Popeyed 
61 Place for a beret 
63 Sugar source 
64 Puts two and two 
together? 
66 Language suffix 
67 Sock-in-the-jaw 
sound 
49 Quilting party 
50 "Schmeared" bagel topper 
52 Wimbledon do-over 
53 Made the scene 
54 Terse order to a chauffeur 
56 Model of excellence 
59 Assign stars to 
62 Leadership org. for females 
65 Waist woe (caused, perhaps, 
by overindulgence in 17-, 29- 
and 50-Across| 
68 Hang in the balance 
69 Schedule opening 
70 Without letup 
71 Hang around 
72 Move cautiously 
73 Enjoys a kiddie pool 
ANSWERS 
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» Pregnancy Tests 
• Counseling 
• Post Abortion Counseling 
• Pregnancy Support 
■ Adoption Information 
• Limited Ultrasounds 
i Material Assistance 
I Icvnflff I 
l Pi I ^ 
.enter, 
Reliable information on all options. 
Supportive and professional. 
441 Frazee 419.354.4673 
www.bgpc.org 
M-Th (10-5). Fri (10-1) 
Please call tor an appointment. 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
5BR. 3 bath home -1210 Wooster St, 
Avail May, $310/mo. per person for 
4 people + util Call 419-352-1104. 
Avail Aug 2010, all upgraded, 
large houses, call 419-308-2458. 
3 Bedroom houses: 
127 Georgia St - $975/mo, 
219 N Enterprise - $1350/mo. 
606 Fifth St - S900/mo, 
131 N. Church - S750/mo. 
2 BR house: 133 Georgia -S750/mo. 
3 BRact 443 N Enterprise -550/mo 
1 BR apts: 112 Ridge St - 350/mo, 
8 443 N Enterprise - S300/mo 
BG Apis-818/822 2nd SI. 
2BR Apts Avail. May or August. 
S490/S500 * util, 12 mo lease 
www.BGApantment8.coni 
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917 
Charlestown Apts. 
710 8 730 Scott Hamilton. 
spacious 2BR, new kitchens. 
S600/mo. call 419-352-4380. 
Highland Management 
Now leasing for 2010-2011 s.y. 
1 8 2 bedroom apartments 
Call 419-354-6036. M-F, 9am.-3pm. 
Houses 8 Apartments 
12 month leases only 
S. Smith Contracting LLC. 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office open 10-2, M-F. 
www bgapartments com 
LG 2 BR modern townhouse, 
spiral staircase, vaulted ceilings, 
new kitchen 8 bath, garage, A/C, 
S650/mo, call 419-352-1104. 
842 / 846 7th St. 3BR, 2 bath, new 8 
modem duplexes, close to campus 
Call 419-353-5078 
Look for more listings on the 
BG News website housing directory. 
www.bgviews.com 
MidAm Apts. 
1 8 2 BR - S500/mo including heat, 
641 8 702 3rd St, 8 839 4th St. 
Call 419-352-4380 
NEW REDUCED RENT 
HOUSES! HOUSESI HOUSES! 
PET FRIENDLY 
May Lease 2010-2011 
133 S. College - 3br 2 ba $850/mo 
824 5th St - 4 br 2 ba S850/mo, 
4 people allowed. 
August lease 2010-2011 
308 S College - 4br 2 ba $850/mo 
FROBOSE RENTALS 
500 Lehman Ave. 419-352-6064 
www.froboserentals.com 
Charming Houses: 
119 Troupe - 3BR, 2 baths. 
screened patio. $1,2007rno. 
212 Crim - remodeled 3BR. 2 baths, 
great room, $1,150/mo. 
225 Summit - 3BR, 2 baths, 
garage 8 carport, $1.OOOAno. 
Call 419-352-4380. 
Newly updated 4BR house. 1 bath, 
2 car garage. 2 blocks from campus. 
$945/mo. call 513-312-3586 
Shamrock Storage 
Many sizes Near BGSU 
ShamrockBG.com 419-354-0070 
Sign tor next year now and save 
S420/mo lor year lease, 709 Fifth St 
2BR. 2 baths. C'A, call Jack or Phil 
lor appt at 800-829-8638. 
www meccabg.com 
Mecca Management, Inc. 
419-353-5800 
MY PARTY PLATTERS 
MAKE CATERING 
SO EASY, YOU'LL 
WANT TO CALL THEM 
No- Ace • pit 
419-906-4729 
• WE DELIVER" 
2 Big Burritos - $5.99 
-or- 
1 Big Burritos + Drink - $3.99 
EXPIRES  ^   JO  10 
WVVIrV SPEEDYBURRIT0S.COM 
PLATTERS! 
425 E. WOOSTER • BFHIND THE NEW DOMINO'S 
WWW.MECCABG.COM 
FOROUR 2010=2011 
FULLLISTINGI 
419.353.5800 
1045 N. Main St 
Bowling Green, OH 43 402 
1616 E. WOOSTER 
419.352.7200 
FREAKY FAST DELIVERY! 
meccabq.com • info@meccabq.com 
123 E. Merry- $690 
122 S. College - $1,350 
217 S.College - $550 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (ouf only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
Three bedroom houses 
Close to campus 
Check out our prices! 
